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ebm-papst honors its staff for their long-term commitment to the company

ebm-papst St. Georgen
Hermann-Papst-Straße 1
78112 St. Georgen

Service Celebration at ebm-papst
During the festive celebration in the company staff canteen, ebm-papst honored its
employees for their longstanding loyalty. In total, 37 employees were invited to celebrate
their lengthy service, with 25 employees celebrating their 10 years of service, 9 employees
celebrating 25 years, two employees celebrating 40 years and one employee celebrating 45
years of staying with the company. ebm-papst is proud of its dedicated staff, who bring a
rich panoply of experience to the working day of the company with their long years of
service.
Raymond Engelbrecht, Managing Director of ebm-papst St. Georgen, thanked the
employees celebrating their service anniversary for their dedication, commitment and their
strong attachment to ebm-papst. "They represent the values of the company and they are
the reason the company has flourished into a strong, successful business over the years."
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Mr. Joachim Gwinner, Head Public Servant (Schwarzwald-Baar-Kreis Office), deputy mayor
Hansjörg Staiger and Mr. Thomas Albiez (Managing Director of the IHK Schwarzwald-BaarHeuberg) joined in the celebration to recognize professional achievements of our colleagues.
They praised the company's commitment to being the largest employer in Bergstadt.
In addition to the official honors, Buttler Archibal ensured the guests' entertainment. He
presented the program of the day, announced the arrival of excellent courses and
introduced the entertainment on offer. His varied presentation made for an amusing evening,
and the guests had a few surprises in store for them. The company canteen rounded off the
evening by providing a festive meal.
The following employees were honored for the months of January to December 2016 (by
the date of joining):
For 45 years: Krüger Ruth
For 40 years: Kieninger Willi, Jäckle Klaus
For 25 years: Lehmann Helmut, Stöckle Bozidarka, Flaig Lucia Theresia, Woschny Dirk,
Karwath-Busch Arno, Gentner Simone, Wächter Wolfgang, Neubauer Silke, Fleig Stefan
For 10 years: Schätzle Magnus, Felber Manfred, Guhl Christoph, Cosco Pino, Reiser-Ilg
Siliva, Kuhnert Gerhard, Rühlow Karl-Heinz, Wernet Jochen, Wössner Lars, Karwat Simone,
Sick Saskia, Sick Bernhard, Rapp Clemens, Beganovic Sajra, Steinwandel Bernd, Bauer
Andreas, Hackenjos Dirk, Baur Manfred, Spott Joachim, Männert Armand, Allgaier Torsten,
Ivanusic Denis, Sesar Rivero Juan Manuel, Kieninger Thorsten, Hellweg Reinhard
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About ebm-papst

The ebm-papst Group is the world's leading manufacturer of fans and motors. Since it was
founded, the technology company has continuously set global market standards.
Developments have ranged from electronically controlled EC fans, through aerodynamic
improvements of fan blades, and on to the resource-conserving selection of materials, with
sustainable materials being just one option. In fiscal year 2015/16, the company achieved
sales of almost €1.7 billion. ebm-papst employs approximately 12,500 people at 18
production sites (in Germany, China, the United States and elsewhere) and in 57 sales
offices worldwide. Fans and motors from the global market leader can be found in many
industries, including ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration, household appliances,
heating, automobiles and drive engineering.
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About ebm-papst St. Georgen:
ebm-papst St. Georgen, subsidiary of the ebm-papst group of companies in Mulfingen,
Germany is known as a global pioneer and trend setter in the field of compact fans and drive
engineering. The Black Forest-based company supplies intelligent solutions for a variety of
sectors such as automobiles, rail technology, internal logistics, electronics and medical
technology. The Herbolzheim plant is the technology center for the automobile industry. The
drive specialist and subsidiary, ebm-papst Zeitlauf, based in Lauf in south-east Germany,
supplies planetary, spur and angle gearheads. Turnover in the 2015/16 financial year totaled
around € 336m. ebm-papst St. Georgen employs over 1,460 members of staff in Germany.
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